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â€œMazdaâ€• is the leading automobile manufacturing company which is famous for providing vehicles at
affordable rates. In 1920, Toyo Cork Kogyo Company of Japan launched it first truck with the name
of Mazda in Hiroshima, Japan. The founder of this company was Jujiro Matsuda. He has chosen
this name as it is the name of the Zoroastrian god of good and light.  After that, they began their
business in USA and launch several numbers of powerful models. Today it is getting very popular
due to its fuel efficiency, high performance and quality. Its manufacturers always try to focus on the
design and durability. There are number of models which are launched by the Mazda brand. Now
we are going to discuss about its topmost and famous models among all of them. These models are
described below:

Mazda3

In 2012 Mazda3 has further two models i.e.  Sedan and Hatchback. These both models have
extravagance features, best interiors and stylish looks. It includes many features which makes it
different and unique from other models. It has power windows, a 60/40 split-folding rear seat, a
height-adjustable driver seat, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, 16-inch steel wheels, and power
mirrors and many more. It is assumed as most prominent and well known for its sharp handling and
attractive view.

The Latest Mazda3 with SkyActiv powertrain was unveiled at the Canadian International Auto Show
in Toronto, February 2011. It comes with Mazdaâ€™s SkyActiv-G 2.0-liter, direct-injection gasoline
engine, and SkyActiv-Drive 6-speed automatic or manual transmission.

Mazda6

The 2012 Mazda6 has six trim levels: i Sport, i touring, i Touring Plus, i Grand Touring, s Touring
Plus and s Grand Touring. It offers magnificent experience of driving which you never had
experience yet. It is available in Mazda sedan and is the first preference for all the families. It has
very attractive interior designs & is available at very reasonable prices. It includes many features
like front-seat side airbags, manually height-adjustable driver seat, stereo system with an auxiliary
audio jack, a six-speaker CD/MP3, antilock disc brakes, traction control, full-length side curtain
airbags, Steering-wheel-mounted audio controls and many other features which attracts the
attention of most of the customers towards it.

At last, if you are also planning to buy a car, then you should definitely prefer it. It is the most
popular and leading automobile manufacturing company which provides vehicles with thrilling
performance at the reasonable price and offers you everlasting driving pleasure which you never
had experienced yet.
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For More Detail:
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